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Edmunds Enterprises is proud to announce the successful migration to Xoops for their Linux
Software and Hosting site, Edmunds Enterprises of America, Inc. This migration required the
creation of 2 new custom Xoops modules:

- a full featured shopping cart module
- a complete Amazon eCommerce API implementation

These modules involved more than just wrapping the existing code with Xoops. Each was
completely redesigned to be truly Xoops specific and leverage the great capabilities available to
Xoops modules. We were able to increase functionality while simultaneously simplifying the
code base by using such Xoops features as the built-in image manager, Smarty templates,
comments, notifications, searching, and the many great Xoops object oriented classes that are
available to module developers.

Congratulations to the Xoops Core developers for creating a very nice development
environment with both form and function. Nice job guys! We can’t wait to see the roadmap
items come to life in the months ahead.

We welcome you to visit us today to see these new modules in action:

Edmunds Enterprises of America, Inc.
http://www.edmunds-enterprises.com
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